Complex activities of daily living vary by mild cognitive impairment subtype
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Abstract

There is increasing consensus regarding the importance of operationally defining and measuring functional decline in mild cognitive impairment (MCI). However, few studies have directly examined functional abilities in MCI or its presumed subtypes and, to date, reported findings have been discrepant. Nondemented older adults (n = 120) were administered a comprehensive cognitive battery measuring multiple domains as well as a performance-based functional ability measure. Participants were characterized as either cognitively normal, amnestic MCI, or non-amnestic MCI. MCI individuals demonstrated decrements in instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) relative to their cognitively normal counterparts. Specifically, participants with amnestic MCI demonstrated significant decrements in financial management, whereas those with non-amnestic MCI showed poorer performance in abilities related to health and safety. Moreover, decreased functional abilities were associated with decrements in global cognitive functioning but not memory or executive functions in the MCI participants. Finally, logistic regression demonstrated that functional abilities accurately predicted MCI subtype. Results support the need for better delineation of functional decline in MCI. Given the implications of functional status for MCI diagnosis and treatment, the direct assessment of functional abilities is recommended. Results further suggest performance-based IADL assessment may have utility in distinguishing MCI subtypes. (JINS, 2010, 16, 630–639.)
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INTRODUCTION

Controversy surrounds the establishment of specific diagnostic criteria for mild cognitive impairment (MCI). For example, whether MCI criteria should include impairment in everyday activities has provided one source of debate (Giovanetti et al., 2008). Initial MCI guidelines required that functional abilities remain intact, as this specific criterion was thought to help distinguish MCI from dementia. However, cognitive and functional abilities clearly deteriorate over the course of MCI because such changes lead to progression from MCI to dementia for many individuals (Petersen, Smith, Waring, Ivnik, Tangalos, & Kokmen, 1999). Indeed, recent evidence suggests that individuals with MCI demonstrate impaired complex, or instrumental, activities of daily living (IADL) but not more basic activities of daily living (ADL) (Pernezcky, Pohl, Sorg, Hartmann, Tosic, et al., 2006). Based in part on this accumulating evidence, an international working group put forth modified criteria for MCI that includes intact ADL and either minimal or no impairment in IADL (Winblad et al., 2004).

The few studies examining functional abilities across MCI subtypes have been discrepant in terms of which specific subgroups demonstrate poorer IADL performance. Some studies have demonstrated that MCI individuals with memory impairment show more functional change relative to their MCI peers with no memory impairment and cognitively normal participants (Farias, Mungas, Jagust, 2005), whereas others have reported that individuals with multiple-domain MCI show decrements relative to single-domain amnestic
MCI participants (Zanetti, Ballabio, Abbatge, Cutaia, Vergani, & Bergamaschini, 2006). By contrast, at least one study (Boeve et al., 2003) did not find differences in functional abilities between amnestic MCI individuals and cognitively normal older adults, although MCI participants included in this particular study were characterized as MCI based, in part, on intact ADL.

Similarly, although functional performance generally is thought to be cognitively mediated (Tuokko, Morris, & Ebert, 2005), and associations between functional and cognitive performance have been demonstrated in MCI individuals as well as their cognitively normal counterparts (Cahn-Weiner, Malloy, Bole, Marran, & Salloway, 2000), studies have varied in terms of which specific cognitive domains contribute to functional deterioration. Several groups have reported that functional abilities that rely on memory (Farias, Mungas, Reed, Harvey, Cahn-Weiner, & DeCarli, 2006) and executive functioning are most impaired in MCI (e.g., Mariani et al., 2008; Perneckzky, Pohl, Sorg, Hartmann, Tosis, et al., 2006). Findings from a longitudinal study revealed that individuals with MCI, or cognitive impairment without dementia (CIND), showed decrements in IADL relative to older adults without cognitive impairment and that measures of memory predicted future decline in money management skills (Tuokko et al., 2005). In contrast, Rozzini and colleagues (2007) reported that, in a group of amnestic MCI individuals, poor global cognitive performance at baseline and worsening executive functioning, but not worsening memory performance, were associated with conversion to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) over a 1-year follow-up period.

Inconsistencies in findings across published reports may be related to variability in methodology. Studies differ in terms of variables, including criteria used to define MCI, whether MCI is divided into different subtypes, source of participants (e.g., memory clinic, population-based, etc.), definition of ADL/IADL impairment, and instruments used to assess functional status—including whether they use informant report, self-report, or performance-based instruments. Many clinicians rely on collateral sources of information, such as a spouse or other relative, when examining functional abilities. However, such reports may be biased by emotional factors, degree of insight, or the relationship between informant and patient (Loewenstein & Mogosky, 1999). Furthermore, in terms of self-report data, evidence suggests that some individuals with MCI may overestimate their functional abilities (Tabert et al., 2002).

Given these potential biases associated with informant based and self-report instruments, performance-based measures provide an attractive alternative. Such measures assess functional capacity directly by having an individual complete a task and formally evaluating performance. Advantages of performance-based instruments include standardized administration and scoring, quantitative results that can be interpreted using normative reference standards, and minimal effects of lack of insight and bias (Griffith et al., 2003).

Given discrepancies between previous studies, the nature of functional abilities in MCI has yet to be elucidated, particularly in subtypes of MCI. Accordingly, we examined everyday functioning using a performance-based measure in MCI and cognitively normal older adults. We predicted that, although individuals with MCI would not demonstrate objective impairments on a performance-based measure of IADL, they would perform more poorly than their cognitively normal counterparts. However, we hypothesized that this result would vary by MCI subtype. Specifically, based on previously published findings (e.g., Farias et al., 2005; Tuokko et al., 2005), we predicted that individuals with amnestic MCI would perform more poorly relative to their non-amnestic counterparts. We further expected that poorer functional abilities in IADL would be associated with decreased abilities related to global cognitive functioning, memory, and executive functions across our sample (see Mariani et al., 2008; Rozzini et al., 2007; Tuokko et al., 2005). Finally, we examined whether functional abilities predict cognitive status as such a finding may argue for the diagnostic utility of formal performance-based IADL assessment.

METHODS

Participants

One hundred twenty community-dwelling older adults were selected for this study from a larger cohort of research volunteers participating in a longitudinal study of normal aging. These individuals were consecutively enrolled and selected for the present study because they (1) underwent a comprehensive neuropsychological assessment including a measure of IADL (i.e., Managing Money and Health and Safety subscales of the Independent Living Scales [ILS], Loeb, 1996) and (2) were determined to be non-demented by consensus diagnosis based on neuropsychological, neurological, and functional data. Given that intact functional abilities were an inclusion criterion, no individual demonstrated objective impairment in IADL (defined as ILS T-scores ≤ 40). This study was approved by the UCSD institutional review board and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Neuropsychological Assessment

All participants received a comprehensive neuropsychological assessment. Neuropsychological tests of interest included measures from five cognitive domains: memory, attention, language, visuospatial functioning, and executive functioning. See Table 2 for the specific measures included in each domain (also see Jak, Bondi et al., 2009). In addition, the Managing Money and Health and Safety subscales of the ILS (Loeb, 1996), a performance-based measure of IADL that was developed for assessment of older adults, were also administered. The ILS was derived from the Community Competence Scale (CCS; Loeb, 1983). The standardization
editions of the CCS was renamed the ILS and included only those items from the CCS that had the best psychometric properties. The ILS has been shown to have good reliability (internal consistency $\alpha = 0.88$; interrater reliability $r = 0.99$; average 2-week test–retest $r = 0.91$) and validity. Concurrent validity estimates of the ILS were robust for both the WAIS-R (Full Scale IQ: $r = 0.73$) and MicroCog scales (e.g., Attention: $r = 0.72$; Memory: $r = 0.58$; Spatial Processing: $r = 0.60$; Reaction Time: $r = 0.69$; and Information Processing Accuracy: $r = 0.81$). A review of 31 performance-based instruments of functional abilities recommended the use of the ILS given its good standardization sample, detailed administration and scoring information provided in the manual, and good psychometric properties (Moore, Palmer, Patterson, and Jeste, 2007).

The ILS consists of 68 items across 5 subscales (Memory/Orientation; Managing Money; Managing Home and Transportation; Health and Safety; and Social Adjustment) and takes approximately 45 minutes to administer. Items include questions assessing factual knowledge or demonstration of an ability as well as more complex questions requiring reasoning and problem solving. Each item is scored on either a 2-point (0, 2) or 3-point (0, 1, 2) scale. Instructions for standardized administration and scoring as well as an appendix including standard scores are included in the ILS manual. Because the ILS scales tap some processes already captured by our battery of tests (e.g., memory, orientation, affect and social adjustment, etc.), we limited our administration to two of the ILS’s more complex IADL scales (Managing Money and Health and Safety); both have also shown good sensitivity to dementia samples. The Managing Money subscale assesses abilities related to counting money, performing calculations, paying bills, and taking precautions with finances. The Health and Safety subscale measures awareness of an individual’s own health status, abilities related to assessing health problems and dealing with medical emergencies, and knowledge of healthy behaviors.

MCI Classification

Each participant was classified as cognitively normal (NC) or MCI on the basis of neuropsychologically based criteria for MCI (see Jak, Bondi et al., 2009, for details). According to these criteria, impairment in a particular cognitive domain required that at least two performances fell greater than 1 standard deviation (SD) below age-appropriate norms in order for that domain to contribute to the MCI classification. Participants were classified as cognitively normal if, at most, performance on one measure within one or two cognitive domains fell more than 1 SD below normative expectations. MCI individuals were classified as (1) Single Domain Amnestic MCI if only memory showed impairment; (2) Single Domain Non-Amnestic MCI if only one non-memory domain was impaired; (3) Multiple Domain Amnestic MCI if memory and at least one other domain were impaired, and (4) Multiple Domain Non-Amnestic MCI if at least two non-memory domains were impaired.

Using this approach, 82 individuals were characterized as cognitively normal, 22 as amnestic MCI (8 single and 14 multiple domain) and 16 as non-amnestic MCI (12 single and 4 multiple domain). Given the small number of individuals in some of the MCI subgroups, analyses were collapsed across single- versus multiple-domain subtypes to the following three participant groups: NC, amnestic MCI, and non-amnestic MCI. There were no significant differences among the participant groups in terms of age ($F_{2,117} = .70$, $p = .50$; $\eta^2 = .01$), education ($F_{2,117} = 1.42$; $p = .25$; $\eta^2 = .02$), men/women ratio ($\chi^2 = 5.35$; $p = .07$), or presence of the apolipoprotein epsilon 4 allele (APOE ε4; $\chi^2 = .17$; $p = .92$). However, as expected, there was a significant main effect of global cognitive functioning, as measured by the DRS Total $T$-score, ($F_{2,117} = 14.49$; $p < .001$; $\eta^2 = .20$). Post hoc comparisons of the three groups demonstrated that both the amnestic ($M = 49.77$; $p < .001$) and non-amnestic groups ($M = 51.25$; $p = .006$) had significantly lower DRS scores than the NC group ($M = 55.44$) but the two MCI groups did not significantly differ from each other ($p = .62$). Despite these group differences, the mean DRS total score for each group was within normal limits. See Table 1 for demographic data.

Statistical Analyses

A series of univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) using $\alpha$-values corrected for multiple comparisons were conducted

| Note: *Superscripts indicate which groups are significantly different at $p < .05$, assessed using post hoc Tukey tests: $\alpha = NC >$ amnestic MCI; $\beta = NC >$ non-amnestic MCI. MCI = mild cognitive impairment; DRS = Mattis Dementia Rating Scale. APOE = apolipoprotein. Genotype data were not available for eight participants (six cognitively normal and two amnestic MCI participants). |
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### Table 2. Functional abilities and neuropsychological performances by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Used in the Characterization of MCI</th>
<th>Normal control</th>
<th>Amnestic MCI</th>
<th>Non-amenistic MCI</th>
<th>Overall F p value a</th>
<th>Normative Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILS Managing Money</td>
<td>57.45 (3.95)</td>
<td>53.14 (6.19)</td>
<td>56.13 (5.14)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS Health and Safety</td>
<td>56.82 (5.66)</td>
<td>55.36 (6.01)</td>
<td>52.81 (7.02)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRS Memory</td>
<td>54.89 (4.63)</td>
<td>44.55 (11.51)</td>
<td>52.94 (6.88)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>MOANS Scaled Score (SS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMS-R Visual Reproduction II Percent Retention</td>
<td>11.54 (2.38)</td>
<td>8.55 (3.58)</td>
<td>11.92 (1.80)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>MOANS Scaled Score (SS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-KEFS Tower Test Total achievement score</td>
<td>12.27 (2.51)</td>
<td>12.14 (2.59)</td>
<td>11.00 (2.68)</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-KEFS Trail Making Test Number-Letter Switching</td>
<td>12.90 (2.16)</td>
<td>10.77 (2.71)</td>
<td>11.50 (2.48)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric Depression Scale</td>
<td>4.90 (4.95)</td>
<td>4.38 (3.04)</td>
<td>8.33 (6.52)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMS-R Logical Memory I</td>
<td>12.70 (2.99)</td>
<td>8.00 (2.94)</td>
<td>11.88 (2.94)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMS-R Logical Memory II</td>
<td>12.76 (2.76)</td>
<td>7.82 (3.23)</td>
<td>12.94 (2.96)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMS-R Visual Reproduction I</td>
<td>13.04 (2.79)</td>
<td>11.00 (3.90)</td>
<td>12.85 (3.36)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMS-R Visual Reproduction II</td>
<td>12.56 (2.83)</td>
<td>8.95 (4.16)</td>
<td>12.85 (2.82)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVLT 1-5 total</td>
<td>55.10 (8.83)</td>
<td>38.09 (7.90)</td>
<td>51.69 (9.52)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRS Attention</td>
<td>55.63 (4.23)</td>
<td>56.14 (4.08)</td>
<td>51.81 (10.55)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS-R Digit span</td>
<td>12.59 (3.09)</td>
<td>11.55 (3.31)</td>
<td>12.19 (2.74)</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails A</td>
<td>11.89 (3.00)</td>
<td>9.95 (3.32)</td>
<td>10.63 (2.90)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNT</td>
<td>13.73 (2.53)</td>
<td>11.41 (2.81)</td>
<td>12.75 (2.79)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter Fluency</td>
<td>53.02 (10.77)</td>
<td>49.27 (8.88)</td>
<td>50.50 (12.06)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category Fluency</td>
<td>54.22 (11.27)</td>
<td>46.05 (6.88)</td>
<td>47.27 (14.43)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISC-R Block Design</td>
<td>56.01 (10.23)</td>
<td>43.90 (15.55)</td>
<td>42.33 (14.33)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-KEFS Visual Scanning</td>
<td>11.53 (2.29)</td>
<td>10.32 (3.59)</td>
<td>10.31 (2.52)</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRS Construction</td>
<td>50.84 (6.10)</td>
<td>49.95 (6.44)</td>
<td>43.88 (11.90)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw-a-Clock Test</td>
<td>2.88 (.40)</td>
<td>2.68 (.57)</td>
<td>2.63 (.62)</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCST categories</td>
<td>53.20 (6.40)</td>
<td>49.30 (11.46)</td>
<td>44.47 (9.91)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCST perseverative errors</td>
<td>49.38 (6.52)</td>
<td>46.26 (5.94)</td>
<td>41.47 (11.10)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails B</td>
<td>12.46 (2.56)</td>
<td>10.00 (2.89)</td>
<td>10.63 (3.42)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>MOANS SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-KEFS Color Word Interference Inhibition</td>
<td>12.23 (2.15)</td>
<td>10.77 (2.25)</td>
<td>10.07 (2.60)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


to examine group differences in functional and neuropsychological variables of interest. For the functional ability and neuropsychological analyses, an α-value of 0.002 was considered significant. In cases where the omnibus F-test demonstrated statistical significance, Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests were conducted to determine which specific groups differed. Bivariate correlational analyses were performed to determine the association among neuropsychological performance and functional abilities in each of the three diagnostic groups. To avoid criterion contamination, we chose neuropsychological variables not used in diagnosis. Finally, logistic regression was used to assess the contribution of functional abilities to diagnostic group classification. All analyses were performed using SPSS version 17.
RESULTS

Group Differences in Functional Abilities

As hypothesized, there were significant group differences in functional abilities. Specifically, there was a significant group effect for the ILS Managing Money subscale (F2,117 = 7.73; p = .001; \( \eta^2_g = .12 \)) and a trend for the Health and Safety subscale (F2,117 = 3.23; p = .04; \( \eta^2_g = .05 \)). Follow-up post hoc tests demonstrated that, on the Managing Money subscale, the amnestic MCI group (M = 53.14) performed significantly worse relative to the NC group (M = 57.45; p < .001), although there were no significant differences between the nonamnestic MCI (V = 56.13) and NC group (p = .54) or between the two MCI groups (p = .12).

For the Health and Safety subscale, Tukey’s post hoc tests showed a trend toward the nonamnestic MCI (M = 52.81) performing worse relative to the NC group (M = 56.82; p = .04), but no significant differences between the amnestic MCI (M = 55.36) and NC group (p = .56) or between the two MCI groups (p = .39; see Figure 1).

Group Differences in Cognitive Abilities

Differences in cognitive performance are described in Table 2. As expected given the MCI subtypes included, memory abilities as measured by indices not included in the diagnostic characterization (i.e., DRS Memory subscale and WMS-R Visual Reproduction Percent Retention) significantly differed across the participant groups (DRS Memory: \( F_{2,117} = 20.79; p < .001; \eta^2_g = .26 \); WMS-R Visual Reproduction Percent Retention: \( F_{2,110} = 12.29; p < .001; \eta^2_g = .18 \)).

Tukey post hoc tests revealed that, on both instruments, amnestic MCI participants (DRS Memory: M = 44.55; WMS-R Visual Reproduction Percent Retention: M = 8.55) had significantly poorer memory relative to the NC (DRS Memory: M = 54.89; p < .001; WMS-R Visual Reproduction Percent Retention: M = 11.54; p < .001) and nonamnestic MCI groups (DRS Memory: M = 52.94; p = .001; WMS-R Visual Reproduction Percent Retention: M = 11.92; p = .001); however, the NC and nonamnestic MCI groups did not differ (DRS Memory: p = .54; WMS-R Visual Reproduction Percent Retention: p = .87). In contrast, executive functioning as assessed by one measure not used for diagnosis (i.e., D-KEFS Trail Making Test) did not differ among the groups (\( F_{2,117} = 1.67; p = .19; \eta^2_g = .03 \)). However, performance on a second executive functioning index not used for diagnosis (i.e., D-KEFS Trail Making Test Number-Letter Switching) did differ among the groups (\( F_{2,116} = 8.51; p < .001; \eta^2_g = .03 \)). Tukey post hoc tests demonstrated that amnestic MCI participants (M = 10.77) performed significantly worse relative to the NC group (M = 12.90; p = .001); however, the NC and nonamnestic MCI participants (M = 11.50) did not differ (p = .07) nor did the two MCI groups (p = .61). Furthermore, there was no significant difference across groups in terms of self-reported depressive symptomatology (\( F_{2,115} = 3.51; p = .03; \eta^2_g = .06 \)).

Associations Between Cognition and Functional Abilities

Given that discrepancies among previously published reports may be due to methodological differences, including which MCI subtypes were included and which particular functional abilities were assessed, we examined the associations among cognitive and functional performance across the entire sample and then examined the individual MCI subtypes separately. Across the entire sample, global cognitive functioning, as measured by the DRS Total T-score, was significantly associated with performance on both the ILS Managing Money (r = .48; p < .001) and Health and Safety (r = .29; p = .002) subscales (see Figure 2). In addition, memory as measured by two indices not used in diagnostic classification (i.e., DRS Memory subscale T-score and WMS Visual Reproduction Percent Retention MOANS scaled score) were significantly associated with the Managing Money (DRS Memory: r = .32; p < .001; WMS VR Percent Retention: r = .30; p = .001) but not with the Health and Safety subscale (DRS Memory: r = .11; p = .25; WMS VR Percent Retention: r = .14; p = .13). Two executive functioning measures not used in diagnosis (i.e., D-KEFS Tower Test Total Achievement scaled score and D-KEFS Trail Making Test Number-Letter Switching scaled score) were not correlated with either Managing Money (Tower Test: r = .10; p = .28; Trail Making Test: r = .11; p = .23) or Health and Safety subscale performance (Tower Test: r = .02; p = .82; Trail Making Test: r = .02; p = .84).

When each MCI subgroup was analyzed separately, the amnestic MCI group demonstrated that both the Managing Money (r = .45; p = .04) and Health and Safety (r = .51; p = .02) subscales were significantly correlated with global cognition. However, neither the Managing Money or Health and Safety subscale were related to memory (DRS Memory: r = .14; p = .54 and r = .38; p = .08, respectively; WMS VR Percent Retention: r = .30; p = .18 and r = .27; p = .23, respectively) or executive functioning performance (Tower Test: r = .14; p = .55 and r = .05; p = .84, respectively; Trail Making Test: r = -.10; p = .66 and r = .10; p = .67, respectively) for the amnestic MCI group.

For nonamnestic MCI participants, the Managing Money (r = .58; p = .02), but not the Health and Safety subscale, was correlated with global cognition (r = .21, p = .44). Neither

![Fig. 1. Instrumental activities of daily living performance by group. (*) Statistically significant difference from Cognitively Normal participants, p < .001.)](https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms)
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the Managing Money nor Health and Safety subscale were related to memory (DRS Memory: $r = .18; p = .52$ and $r = -.04; p = .88$, respectively; WMS VR Percent Retention: $r = .07; p = .82$ and $r = .33; p = .27$, respectively) or executive functioning (Tower Test: $r = .21; p = .43$ and $r = .10; p = .72$, respectively; Trail Making Test: $r = -.14; p = .62$ and $r = -.31; p = .25$, respectively) in nonamnestic MCI participants.

**Diagnostic Group Classification Based on Functional Abilities**

Binary logistic regression analyses showed that, when all NC participants and MCI were included in the analyses and ILS performances on the two subtests (Managing Money and Health and Safety) were the only predictor variables, it

---

**Fig. 2.** Scatterplots of the correlations between global cognition and Instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) performance for all participants. DRS = Mattis Dementia Rating Scale; ILS = Independent Living Scales; MCI = Mild Cognitive Impairment; + = Cognitively Normal; □ = Amnestic MCI; ○ = Non-Amnestic MCI.
produced a significant improvement in the model relative to the null model ($\chi^2 = 10.63; p = .005$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = .12$). The model accurately classified 72.5% of the participants as either MCI or cognitively normal. However, this model had greater specificity (95.1%) than sensitivity (23.7%). Managing Money ($B = -.12; p = .02$) but not Health and Safety ($B = -.03; p = .51$) was associated with diagnostic status.

In a second model in which only MCI participants (amnestic vs. non-amnestic) were included and both ILS subtests were the only predictor variables, a significant improvement in the model was found relative to the null model ($\chi^2 = 10.66; p = .005$, Nagelkerke $R^2 = .33$). The model accurately classified 81.6% of the participants as either amnestic or non-amnestic MCI. More specifically, the model accurately classified 90.0% of participants as amnestic MCI and 68.8% of participants as non-amnestic MCI. Both Managing Money ($B = .27; p = .02$) and Health and Safety ($B = -.23; p = .02$) were associated with MCI subtype classification.

DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that, although their performance is still within normal limits, MCI individuals have reduced functional abilities relative to their cognitively normal counterparts. However, interestingly, the nature of this difference varies depending on MCI subtype. In addition, our findings demonstrate that decreased functional abilities are associated with decrements in global cognitive functioning but not specifically memory or executive functioning abilities in MCI. Finally, logistic regression analyses revealed that functional abilities were more effective at differentiating amnestic from nonamnestic MCI participants than in discriminating cognitively normal from MCI individuals. This finding suggests that specific patterns of functional decline may contribute to differentiation among MCI subtypes.

Importantly, our finding that individuals with MCI demonstrate decreased functional abilities adds to a growing literature indicating that IADL decline occurs in MCI (e.g., Farias et al., 2006; Giovanetti et al., 2008; Griffith et al., 2003; Peres, Chrystostome, Fabrigoule, Orgogozo, Dartigues, & Barberger-Gateau, 2006). Furthermore, this result provides additional support for the notion that intact IADL may need to be reconsidered as a diagnostic criterion for MCI and, that IADL performance may not accurately discriminate MCI from mild dementia (Werneckzy, Pohl, Sorg, Hartmann, Komossa, et al., 2006).

We demonstrated group differences based on MCI subtypes such that the amnestic MCI performed more poorly relative to the NC participants on the ILS Managing Money subscale. In contrast, the non-amnestic MCI group showed a trend toward poorer performance on the ILS Health and Safety subscale. These findings suggest a possible dissociation in which amnestic MCI tends to show decline in handling finances whereas non-amnestic MCI may demonstrate decrements in other skills. Providing additional support for this notion, previously published reports have demonstrated that financial management in particular has been shown to relate to memory retrieval processes (Barberger-Gateau, Fabrigoule, Rouch, Letenneur, & Dartigues, 1999). Furthermore, Marian and colleagues (2008) found an association between medication management and performance on executive function measures. Of note, although the two MCI groups did not differ in terms of global cognitive functioning, approximately 64% of individuals in the amnestic group demonstrated impairment in more than one cognitive domain whereas only 25% of participants in the nonamnestic group were impaired in multiple domains. Given this, it is possible that IADL differences between amnestic MCI and cognitively normal individuals may be related to the fact that many of these MCI individuals had impairments in domains in addition to memory, although our lack of associations between IADL and memory or executive functions argue against this notion. Nonetheless, given small sample sizes in some cells, we were unable to separately examine all four MCI subtypes to fully explore this issue.

Notably, very few studies examining functional abilities in MCI have compared different subtypes. However, our findings corroborate those of Kim, Lee, Cheong, Eom, Oh, and Hong (2009) who reported that, after controlling for age, gender, education, and depression, multi-domain amnestic MCI was the only subtype to perform significantly more poorly than normal participants in terms of functional abilities. Furthermore, combined with previous studies reporting decrements in financial management skills in amnestic MCI (e.g., Mariani et al., 2008; Marson et al., 2009), our findings suggest that handling finances may be a particularly useful and sensitive domain in the assessment of functional abilities in amnestic MCI. Given that financial management is an important ability in maintaining one’s independence, this skill also has obvious legal implications for assessment of diminished capacity in older adults (see Wood & Moye, 2008, for discussion).

In the present sample, global cognitive functioning was more strongly associated with functional abilities than memory or executive functioning. Similarly, longitudinal studies have reported that global cognitive functioning at baseline is correlated with a faster rate of deterioration (e.g., Royall, Palmer, Chiodo, & Polk, 2004), indicating that global cognition warrants further investigation in terms of its association with everyday functioning and its ability to predict future decline. It may also be interesting to examine whether such links between functional ability and cognition differ by the type of sample recruited (e.g., clinic-based vs. volunteer). One possible explanation for this finding that performance in individual cognitive domains was not associated with functional abilities is related to the resource theory, which argues that impairment in everyday action is not deficit-based but is rather related to resource limitations. This limited capacity may be related to effort, attention, and/or brain damage and failures can occur when the individual lack the capacity to perform a task or when capacity is directed elsewhere. Inter-individual variability in resource capacity may explain differences in performance on IADL (Schwartz et al., 1998).
Our study has limitations that must be considered. First, we used a performance-based measure. Although such measures have several advantages, they may not be as ecologically valid as they appear because individuals who are able to compensate for subtle deficits in the home environment or in daily life may be unable to do so in an unfamiliar environment such as the laboratory (Luis, Loewenstein, acevedo, Barker, & Duara, 2003). Future studies using multiple instruments including informant-based, self-report, and performance-based measures may be valuable in assessing functional impairment as well as the similarities and differences between these ADL measurement strategies. In fact, these different sources of information may complement each other when used together (Griffith et al., 2003). For instance, published reports suggest that using self-report and informant-based measures in combination and examining the discrepancy between the two may be particularly informative (e.g., Farias et al., 2005).

There is currently no gold standard for defining MCI. Most studies have adopted the requirement that one test within a cognitive domain fall 1.5 SD below the mean (e.g., Petersen & Morris, 2005), although other work by Petersen and colleagues (Jicha et al., 2006) has eschewed the use of specific neuropsychological cutoff scores and rendered diagnoses of amnestic MCI “if their memory performance was impaired out of proportion to their other cognitive domains.” Despite these varying procedures both within and across research groups, in an effort to strike a balance between reliability and sensitivity to detect mild impairment we used a comprehensive approach offered by Jak, Bondi et al. (2009) that used Heaton et al.’s lower but well-established cutoff score of 1.0 SD to identify impairment (Heaton, Grant, & Matthews, 1991; Heaton, Miller, Taylor, & Grant, 2004) and the requirement of two or more impaired scores within a cognitive domain. Taken together, the Jak, Bondi et al. criteria define impairment based on two or more test scores in a single domain to be greater than 1 SD below published norms.

Jak, Bondi, Delano-Wood, Wierenga, Corey-Bloom, Salmon, and Delis (2009) noted that these “criteria were developed in consideration of the statistical maxim that multiple measures tend to provide a more reliable estimate of a cognitive construct than a single measure (Anastasi & Urbina, 1997).” Moreover, Heaton and colleagues (1991, 2004) reported that on the expanded Halstead-Retain neuropsychological battery the majority of neurologically normal adults score within the impaired range (defined as a score below 1 SD or a T-score less than 40) on at least one measure, and the median number of tests within the normative sample falling below normal limits was 10%. In addition, they found that a cutoff score of 1 SD below the normative mean on a summary score provided the best balance between sensitivity (80%) and specificity (88%). Providing further support for the importance of using a comprehensive battery with multiple measures assessing each domain, Palmer, Boone, Lesser, & Wohl (1998) found that a sizeable minority of healthy older adults (approximately 20%) obtained one impaired score in two different cognitive domains but fewer (5% or less) earned two or more impaired scores within the same domain. These findings point to the potential difficulties in the common practice of MCI diagnosis by reliance on a single measure for assessing a cognitive domain as well as with interpreting an isolated impaired score. Furthermore, recent neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies report brain-based empirical support for the comprehensive criteria in the form of hippocampal volume changes (Jak, Houston, Corey-Bloom, Nagel, & Bondi, 2007), vascular risk profiles (Jak, Urban, et al., 2009), as well as support for multiple episodic memory measures in the diagnosis of MCI (Chang et al., 2009).

Recent studies have highlighted the usefulness of incorporating instruments that examine not only whether the task can be performed but also take into account speed of task completion (Wadley, Okonkwo, Crowe, & Ross-Meadows, 2008) and quantitative and qualitative information regarding errors (e.g., Giovanetti et al., 2008). In fact, Okonkwo, Wadle, Griffith, Ball, and Marson (2006) proposed a model for functional change in MCI in which, early in the course of decline, performances becomes slower and more error prone and, later, have marked difficulty completing such tasks. Future studies could incorporate this type of qualitative information more fully. Finally, although individuals with MCI are at risk to develop dementia, MCI is a heterogeneous disorder and, given the cross-sectional design of our study, we do not know which individuals in our sample will progress to dementia. Thus, it is impossible to determine which diagnostic approach and functional abilities are truly the most valid and sensitive to progression to AD. Longitudinal studies examining an individual’s trajectory of decline over time are needed to corroborate the present findings.

Clarifying the nature of ADL/IADL decline in MCI will become increasingly important and will yield many benefits related to both detection and management. For example, including information regarding functional status as a diagnostic criterion contributes to a more stable definition of MCI as defined by fewer MCI individuals reverting back to cognitively normal (Peres et al., 2006). In addition, IADL decrements are predictive of more rapid decline (Artero et al., 2008; Purser, Fillenbaum, Pieper, & Wallace, 2005) and conversion to dementia (Peres et al., 2006), indicating that early detection of functional changes may aid in identifying those at greatest risk for additional decline (Farias et al., 2006). Furthermore, information regarding functional status facilitates communication among health care providers, patient and family education (Giovanetti et al., 2008), and healthcare planning and management (Perneckzky, Pohl, Sorg, Hartmann, Komossa, et al., 2006). Knowledge of functional status contributes to a better understanding of the association between cognitive impairment and quality of life (Tuokko et al., 2005) and, therefore, will help guide the development of interventions aiming to improve functional skills and allow individuals to remain independent.
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